Sensing sensitivity of a fingerprint sensor may be enhanced by grouping driving electrodes and driving groups. A processor of the fingerprint sensor may calculate mutual capacitance at each node on a touchpad from gross mutual capacitances in areas including a plurality of channels.
Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] Apparatuses and methods consistent with exemplary embodiments relate to sensing a fingerprint of a user.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Needs for authentication of an individual by using individual’s unique characteristics, such as a fingerprint, a voice, a face, a hand, and an iris, have gradually increased. Functions of authentication of an individual are mainly used in a banking device, an access controller, a mobile device, a notebook computer, etc. Recently, as mobile devices such as a smart phone have been widely used, fingerprint identification devices for authentication of an individual have been employed for protecting a large amount of security information stored in the smart phone.

[0003] A need level of accuracy in fingerprint sensing has increased and a fingerprint sensing device having high resolution and high sensitivity is needed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] One or more exemplary embodiments provide a fingerprint sensor having high resolution and high sensitivity, and a method of driving the same.

[0005] According to an aspect of an exemplary embodiment, there is provided a fingerprint sensor including: a touchpad including a plurality of driving electrodes and a plurality of sensing electrodes, the plurality of sensing electrodes being disposed in a direction intersecting with the plurality of driving electrodes, the plurality of driving electrodes being divided into a plurality of driving groups; a driver configured to sequentially apply a driving signal to each of the plurality of driving groups; and a signal measurement unit configured to measure electrical signals generated from the plurality of sensing electrodes in response to the driving signal.

[0006] Order numbers of the driving electrodes included in each of the plurality of driving groups may be sequentially changed in accordance with an order number of each of the plurality of driving groups.

[0007] An nth driving group among the plurality of driving groups may include n th to (n+k)th, n is an arbitrary natural number and k is another arbitrary natural number.

[0008] The signal measurement unit may be configured to sequentially measure the electrical signals output from each of the plurality of sensing electrodes.

[0009] The signal measurement unit may be configured to group the plurality of sensing electrodes into a plurality of sensing groups and sequentially measure the electrical signals output from each of the plurality of sensing groups, and each of the plurality of sensing groups may include at least two sensing electrodes.

[0010] The order numbers of the sensing electrodes included in each of the plurality of sensing groups may be sequentially changed in accordance with the order number of each of the plurality of sensing groups.

[0011] An nth sensing group among the plurality of sensing groups may include nth to (n+k)th sensing electrodes. n is an arbitrary natural number and k is another arbitrary natural number.

[0012] The fingerprint sensor may further include a processor configured to calculate mutual capacitance based on the electrical signal measured by the signal measurement unit, at each of a plurality of nodes at which each of the plurality of driving electrodes intersects with each of the plurality of sensing electrodes.

[0013] In calculating the mutual capacitance at a certain node, the processor may be configured to assign different weights to gross mutual capacitances measured in each of the plurality of driving groups, based on a location of the certain node.

[0014] The signal measurement unit may be configured to group the plurality of sensing electrodes into the plurality of sensing groups and sequentially measure the electrical signals output from each of the plurality of sensing groups, and the processor may be configured to assign different weights to the gross mutual capacitances measured in each of the plurality of sensing groups, based on the location of the certain node.

[0015] The fingerprint sensor may further include an electrode configured to apply a predetermined fixed voltage to at least two channels among a plurality of channels formed by the plurality of driving electrodes and the plurality of sensing electrodes on the touchpad.

[0016] Channels receiving the predetermined fixed voltage may be placed on a periphery of the touchpad.

[0017] The processor may be configured to calculate a mutual capacitance at a channel adjacent to the channels receiving the fixed voltage, based on a gross mutual capacitance in an area which includes the channels receiving the fixed voltage and the channel adjacent to the channels receiving the fixed voltage.

[0018] According to an aspect of another embodiment, there is provided a method of driving a fingerprint sensor including a plurality of driving electrodes and a plurality of sensing electrodes disposed in a direction intersecting with...
the plurality of the driving electrodes, the plurality of driving electrodes being divided into a plurality of driving groups. The method of driving the fingerprint sensor may include: sequentially applying a driving signal to each of the plurality of driving groups; and measuring electrical signals generated from the plurality of sensing electrodes in response to the driving signal.

[0019] The method may further include sequentially changing order numbers of the driving electrodes included in each of the plurality of driving groups as an order number of each of the plurality of driving groups increases.

[0020] The method of driving the fingerprint sensor may further include grouping the plurality of sensing electrodes into a plurality of sensing groups and sequentially measuring the electrical signal output from each of the plurality of sensing groups.

[0021] The method may further include sequentially changing order numbers of sensing electrodes included in each of the plurality of sensing groups in accordance with an order number of each of the plurality of sensing groups.

[0022] The method of driving the fingerprint sensor may further include calculating mutual capacitance based on the measured electrical signal, at each of a plurality of nodes at which each of the plurality of driving electrodes intersects with each of the plurality of sensing electrodes.

[0023] The calculating the mutual capacitance may include assigning different weights to gross mutual capacitances measured in each of the plurality of driving groups, based on a location of the certain node.

[0024] The measuring the electrical signal may include grouping the plurality of sensing electrodes into the plurality of sensing groups and sequentially measuring the electrical signal output from each of the plurality of sensing groups, and the calculating the mutual capacitance may include assigning different weights to the electrical signals output from each of the plurality of sensing groups.

[0025] The method may further include applying a predetermined fixed voltage to at least two channels among a plurality of channels formed by the plurality of driving electrodes and the plurality of sensing electrodes.

[0026] The calculating the mutual capacitance may comprise calculating the mutual capacitance at a channel adjacent to the channel receiving the fixed voltage, based on a gross mutual capacitance in an area which includes the channel receiving the predetermined fixed voltage and the channel adjacent to the channel receiving the fixed voltage.

[0027] According to an aspect of another exemplary embodiment, there is provided a fingerprint sensor including: a plurality of driving electrodes; a plurality of sensing electrodes that are disposed to intersect with the plurality of driving electrodes; a driver configured to simultaneously apply a drive signal to at least two immediately adjacent driving electrodes of the plurality of driving electrodes; and a signal detector configured to detect an electric signal generated from at least two immediately adjacent driving electrodes, among the plurality of sensing electrodes, in response to the driving signal being applied to the at least two immediately adjacent driving electrodes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028] The above and/or other aspects will be more apparent by describing certain exemplary embodiments, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates a configuration of a fingerprint sensor according to an exemplary embodiment;
FIG. 2 is a conceptual drawing illustrating mutual capacitance corresponding to respective nodes of a touchpad;
FIG. 3 is a conceptual drawing illustrating a driver applying a driving signal to a driving group into which driving electrodes are grouped;
FIG. 4 illustrates a signal measurement unit measuring an electrical signal at a second sensing electrode;
FIG. 5 illustrates the driver applying the driving signal to a second driving group different from a first driving group in FIG. 3;
FIG. 6 illustrates an example wherein the signal measurement unit changes an order number of the sensing electrode sensing the electrical signal in FIG. 5;
FIG. 7 illustrates an example wherein a sensing group includes two sensing electrodes;
FIG. 8 illustrates an example wherein the signal measurement unit changes the order number of the sensing group sensing the electrical signal;
FIG. 9 illustrates an example wherein the driver changes the order number of the driving group applying the driving signal in FIG. 7;
FIG. 10 illustrates an example wherein an activated area includes 3x3 channels;
FIG. 11 illustrates a process of calculating the mutual capacitance at a certain node by a processor;
FIG. 12 illustrates another example wherein the processor calculates the mutual capacitance at the certain node;
FIG. 13 illustrates another example wherein the processor calculates the mutual capacitance at the certain node;
FIG. 14 illustrates the number of overlapping times of channels after respective channels has been repeated in areas in FIG. 13;
FIG. 15 illustrates an example wherein an electrode of the fingerprint sensor applies a predetermined fixed voltage to a portion of channels included on the touchpad; and FIG. 16 illustrates another example wherein the electrode of the fingerprint sensor applies the predetermined fixed voltage to a portion of channels included on the touchpad.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0029] Exemplary embodiments are described in greater detail below with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0030] In the following description, like drawing reference numerals are used for like elements, even in different drawings. The matters defined in the description, such as detailed construction and elements, are provided to assist in a comprehensive understanding of the exemplary embodiments. However, it is apparent that the exemplary embodiments can be practiced without those specifically defined matters. Also, well-known functions or constructions are not described in detail since they would obscure the description with unnecessary detail.

[0031] Throughout the specification, when a portion is connected to another portion, the case may include not only being directly connected but also being electrically connected with other elements therebetween. When a portion includes a composing element, the case may denote further including other composing elements without excluding other composing elements unless otherwise described. The terms "...unit" or "module" may denote a unit performing one of specific function or movement and may be realized by hardware, software or a combination of hardware and software.

[0032] Throughout the specification, the term "consists of" or "includes" should not be interpreted as meaning that all of various elements or steps described in the specification are absolutely included, and should be interpreted as meaning that some of elements or steps may not be included or that additional elements or steps may be further included.

[0033] In addition, while such terms as "first," "second," etc., may be used to describe various components, such components must not be limited to the above terms. The above terms are used only to distinguish one component from another.

[0034] FIG. 1 illustrates a configuration of a fingerprint sensor according to an exemplary embodiment.

[0035] Referring to FIG. 1, the fingerprint sensor according to an exemplary embodiment may include a touchpad TP including a plurality of driving electrodes Tx and a plurality of sensing electrodes Rx disposed in a direction intersecting with the plurality of driving electrodes Tx. In addition, the fingerprint sensor may include a driver DU applying driving signals to the plurality of driving electrodes Tx and a signal measurement unit RU measuring electrical signals from the plurality of sensing electrodes Rx. The signal measuring unit RU may be also referred to as a signal detector.

[0036] The touchpad TP may include the plurality of driving electrodes Tx and the plurality of sensing electrodes Rx. The driving electrodes Tx and the sensing electrodes Rx may be disposed in a first direction and a second direction, respectively, so that the driving and sensing electrodes Tx and Rx mutually intersect with each other. In FIG. 1, a case in which the driving electrodes Tx and the sensing electrodes Rx perpendicularly intersect with each other is illustrated. However, the exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto. For example, an angle between directions along which the driving electrodes Tx and the sensing electrodes Rx are respectively formed may not be 90°.

[0037] When a user’s finger approaches the touchpad TP, mutual capacitance between each of the driving electrodes Tx and each of the sensing electrodes Rx of the touchpad may vary. For example, depending on a pattern shape of the user’s fingerprint, the mutual capacitance may vary at each of the nodes wherein the driving electrodes Tx and the sensing electrode Rx intersect with each other on the touchpad. As distances between the driving electrodes Tx and the distances between the sensing electrodes Rx decrease, the resolution of the fingerprint sensor may increase. On the touchpad, a protection film that protects the driving electrodes Tx and the sensing electrodes Rx may be further provided.

[0038] The plurality of driving electrode Tx and the plurality of sensing electrode Rx may include wired electrodes. As another example, each of the plurality of driving electrodes Tx may further include certain patterns between nodes at which the driving electrodes Tx and the sensing electrodes Rx intersect with each other. The pattern may have various shapes such as a polygon and a circle. However, the exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto. Similarly, each of the plurality of sensing electrodes Rx may further include the certain patterns between the nodes.

[0039] The driver DU may apply driving signals to the driving electrodes Tx. For example, the driver DU may apply voltage pulses to the driving electrodes Tx. The signal measurement unit RU may measure the electrical signals from the sensing electrodes Rx. For example, the signal measurement unit RU may measure current flowing through the sensing electrodes Rx. As another example, the signal measurement unit RU may measure voltages of the sensing electrodes Rx.

[0040] FIG. 2 is a conceptual drawing illustrating the mutual capacitance corresponding to respective nodes of a touchpad.

[0041] Referring to FIG. 2, the mutual capacitance between each of the driving electrodes Tx and each of the sensing electrodes Rx may correspond to respective nodes at which the driving electrodes Tx and the sensing electrodes Rx intersect with each other.
[0042] For example, a mutual capacitance $C_{11}$ between a first driving electrode $Tx_1$ and a first sensing electrode $Rx_1$ may correspond to a node $N_{11}$ at which the first driving electrode $Tx_1$ and the first sensing electrode $Rx_1$ intersect with each other. Similarly, a mutual capacitance $C_{mn}$ between an $m$th driving electrode $Tx_m$ and an $n$th sensing electrode $Rx_n$ may correspond to a node $N_{mn}$ at which the $m$th driving electrode $Tx_m$ and the $n$th sensing electrode $Rx_n$ intersect with each other. $m$ and $n$ are arbitrary natural numbers. Throughout the specification, the mutual capacitance $C_{mn}$ at the node $N_{mn}$ may denote the mutual capacitance $C_{mn}$ between the $m$th driving electrode $Tx_m$ and the $n$th sensing electrode $Rx_n$.

[0043] A plurality of channel areas of the touchpad TP may be defined by the driving electrodes $Tx$ and the sensing electrodes $Rx$. For example, the channel areas may be rectangular areas surrounded by the driving electrodes $Tx$ and the sensing electrodes $Rx$. In addition, each of the channel areas may correspond to respective nodes. For example, a channel area $CH_{11}$ may correspond to a node $N_{11}$.

[0044] According to a comparative exemplary embodiment, different driving signals may be sequentially applied to each of the driving electrodes $Tx$ for measuring the mutual capacitance at each of the plurality of nodes. In addition, the electrical signal may be individually measured at each of the sensing electrodes $Rx$. For example, when the mutual capacitance $C_{11}$ is measured, the driving signal may be applied only to the first driving electrode $Tx_1$ and the electrical signal may be measured at the first sensing electrode $Rx_1$. Similarly, when the mutual capacitance $C_{mn}$ is measured, the driving signal may be applied only to the $m$th driving electrode $Tx_m$ and the electrical signal may be measured at the $n$th sensing electrode $Rx_n$.

[0045] According to the comparative exemplary embodiment described above, the driving signal may be applied only to one of the driving electrodes $Tx$ for measuring the mutual capacitance at each node. In the case of the fingerprint sensor having high resolution, the distances between the driving electrodes $Tx$ may be very small. As the distances between the driving electrodes $Tx$ decreases, an area of a channel $CH$ activated during a time of measuring the mutual capacitance may decrease. In addition, as the area of the activated channel $CH$ decreases, strength of an obtained electrical signal may decrease. In addition, a magnitude of the mutual capacitance measured at respective nodes may decrease. Accordingly, a change in the mutual capacitance at respective nodes may not be accurately detected. Accordingly, a sensitivity of the fingerprint sensor may decrease.

[0046] For increasing the sensitivity, the driver DU of the fingerprint sensor may group the plurality of driving electrodes $Tx$ into a plurality of driving groups and sequentially apply the driving signals to each of the plurality of driving groups, according to an exemplary embodiment. Each of the plurality of driving groups may include at least two driving electrodes $Tx$. 

[0047] FIG. 3 is a conceptual drawing illustrating the driver DU applying a first driving signal $S_1$ to a first driving group $Gd_1$ including driving electrodes $Tx_1$ and $Tx_2$.

[0048] Referring to FIG. 3, the driver DU may group the first and second driving electrodes $Tx_1$ and $Tx_2$ and apply the first driving signal $S_1$ thereto. For example, the driver DU may group the first and second driving electrodes $Tx_1$ and $Tx_2$ into the first driving group $Gd_1$. Then, the driver DU may apply the first driving signal $S_1$ to the first driving group $Gd_1$.

[0049] The signal measurement unit $RU$ may individually measure the electrical signal at each of the plurality of sensing electrodes $Rx$. When the driving group includes $n$ driving electrodes $Tx$ and the signal measurement unit $RU$ measures the electrical signal at one sensing electrode $Rx$, an activated area of the touchpad TP may include $n \times 1$ channels. $n$ is an arbitrary natural number. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 1, when the first driving group $Gd_1$ includes the first driving electrode $Tx_1$ and the second driving electrode $Tx_2$, and the signal measurement unit $RU$ measures an electrical signal $S_{11}$ on the first sensing electrode $Rx_1$, an activated area $RE_{11}$ may include two channels $CH_{11}$ and $CH_{21}$. An activated area $RE_{mn}$ may denote an area activated by an $m$th driving group $Gd_m$ and the $n$th sensing electrode $Rx_n$. In addition, an electrical signal $S_{mn}$ may denote the electrical signal measured by the signal measurement unit $RU$ when the activated area $RE_{mn}$ is activated. In addition, a gross mutual capacitance $GC_{mn}$ may denote the mutual capacitance obtained from the electrical signal $S_{mn}$ in the activated area $RE_{mn}$.

[0050] As described above, after the first driving signal $S_1$ is applied to the first driving group $Gd_1$, a gross mutual capacitance $GC_{11}$ in the activated area $RE_{11}$ may be obtained from the electrical signal $S_{11}$ measured at the first sensing electrode $Rx_1$. The gross mutual capacitance $GC_{11}$ in the activated area $RE_{11}$ may include a combination of the mutual capacitance $C_{11}$ corresponding to the channel $CH_{11}$ and the mutual capacitance $C_{21}$ corresponding to the channel $CH_{21}$.

[0051] As illustrated in FIG. 3, when the driver DU applies the driving signal to the driving group $Gd$ into which the plurality of driving electrodes $Tx$ are grouped and the electrical signal is measured by the signal measurement unit $RU$, the number of channels including the activated areas $RE$ may increase. Accordingly, the strength of the electrical signal measured by the signal measurement unit $RU$ may increase. Thus, the sensitivity of the fingerprint sensor may be enhanced.

[0052] When the driver DU applies the first driving signal $S_1$ to the first driving group $Gd_1$, the signal measurement unit $RU$ may sequentially measure the electrical signal at each of the plurality of sensing electrodes $Rx$.

[0053] FIG. 4 illustrates the signal measurement unit $RU$ measuring an electrical signal $S_{21}$ on a second sensing
Referring to FIG. 4, the signal measurement unit RU illustrated in FIG. 3 may change the sensing electrode Rx sensing the electrical signal. For example, the signal measurement unit RU may sequentially change the order numbers of the sensing electrodes Rx measuring electrical signals. When the signal measurement unit RU changes the sensing electrode Rx measuring the electrical signal, the activated area RE12 may be also changed. As the signal measurement unit RU changes the order numbers of the sensing electrodes Rx measuring electrical signals, the activated area \( RE_{nm} \) may move in a horizontal direction.

FIG. 5 illustrates the driver DU applying a second driving signal S2 to a second driving group Gd2 different from the first driving group Gd1 in FIG. 3.

Referring to FIG. 5, the driver DU may apply the second driving signal S2 to the second driving group Gd2 at a later time than a time when the driver DU applies the first driving signal S1 to the first driving group Gd1. Accordingly, a pulse peak of the second driving signal S2 applied to the second driving group Gd2 may be delayed from the pulse peak of the first driving signal S1 applied to the first driving group Gd1. The activated area \( RE_{11} \) that is activated when the first signal S1 is applied to the first driving group Gd1 and the activated area \( RE_{21} \) activated when the second signal S2 is applied to the second driving group Gd2 may include the channel CH12 wherein the activated area \( RE_{11} \) and the activated area \( RE_{21} \) mutually overlap.

As illustrated in FIG. 5, whenever the order number of the driving group Gd is changed, the driver DU may sequentially change the order numbers of the driving electrodes included in the driving group Gd. According to an exemplary embodiment, as the order number of the driving group Gd increases by one, the driver DU may further increase the order numbers of the driving electrodes Tx by one. In other words, as illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, when the first driving group Gd1 includes the first and second driving electrodes Tx1 and Tx2, the second driving group Gd2 may include the second driving electrode Tx2 and a third driving electrode Tx3. That is, an arbitrary nth driving group Gdn may include \( n^{th} \) and \( (n+1)^{th} \) driving electrodes Txn and Tx(n+1).

FIG. 6 illustrates an example wherein the signal measurement unit RU changes the order number of the sensing electrode Rx sensing the electrical signal in FIG. 5.

Referring to FIG. 6, a location of an activated area \( RE_{22} \) may move in the horizontal direction from the location of the activated area \( RE_{21} \) illustrated in FIG. 5, as the signal measurement unit RU changes the order numbers of the sensing electrodes Rx outputting electrical signals. A gross mutual capacitance GC22 in the activated area \( RE_{22} \) may be obtained from the electrical signal S2 measured in FIG. 6.

As illustrated above in FIGS. 3 through 6, the activated area RE may move in a vertical direction as the driver DU changes the order number of the driving group Gd to which the driver DU applies the driving signal. In addition, the activated area RE may move in the horizontal direction as the signal measurement unit RU changes the order numbers of the sensing electrodes Rx measuring electrical signals.

Hitherto, each of the plurality of driving groups Gd has been provided with the order number. However, the order number may not limit a sequence in which the driving signal is applied. For example, the driver DU may apply the driving signal to the first driving group Gd1, and then, the driving signal to a third driving group Gd3 and the driving signal to the second driving group Gd2.

In addition, in FIGS. 3 through 6, each of the driving groups Gd is illustrated as including two driving electrodes Tx. However, the exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto. For example, the driving group Gd may include \((k+1)\) driving electrodes Tx. \( k \) is an arbitrary natural number. For example, the nth driving group Gdn may include \( n^{th} \) to \((n+k)^{th}\) driving electrodes Txn, \( \ldots \), and Tx(n+k).

In FIGS. 3 through 6, the signal measurement unit RU is illustrated as individually outputting the electrical signal from each of the plurality of sensing electrodes Rx. However, the exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto. For example, the signal measurement unit RU may group the plurality of sensing electrodes Rx into a plurality of sensing groups and sequentially measure the electrical signal output from each of the plurality of sensing groups.

FIG. 7 illustrates an example wherein a sensing group Gr includes two sensing electrodes Rx.

Referring to FIG. 7, the signal measurement unit RU may group two sensing electrodes Rx into the sensing group Gr. The signal measurement unit RU may group the first and second sensing electrodes Rx1 and Rx2 into a first sensing group Gr1 and measure the electrical signal output from the first sensing group Gr1. In other words, the signal measurement unit RU may output the electrical signal wherein electrical signals output from each of the first and second electrodes Rx1 and Rx2 included in the first sensing group Gr1 are combined.

As illustrated in FIG. 7, when the first driving group Gd1 includes two driving electrodes Tx1 and Tx2, and the first sensing group Gr1 includes two sensing electrodes Rx1 and Rx2, the activated area \( RE_{11} \) may include 2x2 channels via the first driving group Gd1 and the first sensing group Gr1. As illustrated in FIG. 7, when the signal measurement unit RU groups the plurality of sensing electrodes Rx into the sensing group Gr and measures the electrical signal from the sensing group Gr, a size of the activated area RE, which is activated when the electrical signal is measured, may increase. Thus, the strength of the measured electrical signal may increase and the gross mutual capacitance in the activated area RE may be adequately obtained.
process PU may differently determine the weight of the gross mutual capacitance GC mn in the activated area REmn in the plurality of sensing electrodes Rx. In other words, the processor PU may include hardware components which perform calculation operations for calculating the mutual capacitance at each of the plurality of nodes.

The signal measurement unit SU may sequentially change the order numbers of the sensing electrodes Rx included in the sensing group Gr as the order number of the sensing group Gr changes. As an example, the signal measurement unit SU may further increase the order numbers of the sensing electrodes Rx included in the sensing group Gr by one as the order number of the sensing group Gr increases by one. In other words, as illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, when the first sensing group Gr1 includes the first and second sensing electrodes Rx1 and Rx2, the second sensing group Gr2 may include the second and third sensing electrodes Rx2 and Rx3. That is, an arbitrary nth sensing group Grn may include an nth sensing electrode Txn and (n+1)th sensing electrode Tx(n+1).

The processor PU may calculate the mutual capacitance at a certain node based on the location of the certain node. The processor PU may differently determine the weight of the mutual capacitance measured in each of the plurality of nodes. Hitherto, examples of grouping the driving electrodes Tx and the sensing electrodes Rx have been described with reference to FIGS. 7 through 10. However, exemplary embodiments described above are only exemplary and not limited thereto. For example, the signal measurement unit RU may measure the electrical signal output from the first sensing group Gr1, and then, the electrical signal from a third sensing group Gr3 and the electrical signal from the second sensing group Gr2. The second sensing group Gr2 may include the second sensing electrode Rx2 and a third sensing electrode Rx3. The signal measurement unit RU may sequentially change the order number of the sensing group Gr, and thereby, the location of the activated area RE may move in the horizontal direction. As the signal measurement unit RU changes the order number of the sensing group Gr, the activated area RE overlaps with the activated area RE12 which is activated by the first driving group Gd1 and includes CH12, CH13, CH22, CH23, and CH24. Accordingly, measuring the electrical signal, the location of the activated area RE may move in the vertical direction. Hitherto, each of the plurality of sensing groups Gr has been provided with the order number. However, the order number may not limit a sequence wherein the signal measurement unit RU measures the electrical signal output from the first sensing group Gr1, and then, the electrical signal from a third sensing group Gr3 and the electrical signal from the second sensing group Gr2.

In addition, in FIGS. 7 through 9, each of the sensing groups Gr is illustrated as including two sensing electrodes Rx. However, the exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto. For example, the sensing group Gr may include (k+1)th sensing electrodes Rx. k is an arbitrary natural number. For example, the nth sensing group Grn may include nth to (n+k)th sensing electrodes Rnx, ..., and Rx(n+k).

FIG. 10 illustrates an example wherein the driver DU changes the order number of the driving group Gd applying the driving signal in FIG. 7.

Referring to FIG. 9, the driver DU may apply the second driving signal S2 to the second driving group Gd2 different from the first driving group Gd1. The driver DU may apply the second driving signal S2 to the second driving group Gd2 at a later time than a time when the driver DU applies the first driving signal S1 to the first driving group Gd1. Accordingly, the pulse peak of the second driving signal S2 applied to the second driving group Gd2 may be delayed from the pulse peak of the first driving signal S1 applied to the first driving group Gd1. The activated area RE21 which is activated by the second driving group Gd2 may include channels CH21, CH22, CH31, and CH32. Accordingly, the activated area RE21 overlaps with the activated area RE11 which is activated by the first driving group Gd1 and includes CH12, CH13, CH21, and CH22. As the driver DU changes the order number of the driving group Gd applying the electrical signal, the location of the activated area RE may move in the vertical direction.

FIG. 11 illustrates a process of calculating a mutual capacitance C22 at a certain node N22 by the processor PU.
FIG. 11 illustrates a case in which the activated area RE includes 2x1 channels, as illustrated in FIGS. 3 through 6. Referring to FIG. 11, the activated areas RE_12 and RE_22 may include the channel CH_22 corresponding to the node N_22. The processor PU may calculate a gross mutual capacitance GC_12 in the activated area RE_12 from the electrical signal S_12 which is measured at the second sensing electrode Rx_2 by the signal measurement unit SU after the driver DU has applied the first driving signal S_1 to the first driving group Gd_1. In addition, the processor PU may calculate the gross mutual capacitance GC_22 in the activated area RE_22 from the electrical signal S_22 which is measured at the second sensing electrode Rx_2 by the signal measurement unit SU after the driver DU has applied the second driving signal S_2 to the second driving group Gd_2.

Since the weight of the channel CH_22 in the activated area RE_12 is 1/2 and the weight of the channel CH_22 in the activated area RE_22 is 1/2, the processor PU may calculate the mutual capacitance C_22 via Formula 1.

\[ C_{22} = \frac{GC_{12} + GC_{22}}{2} \]

As shown in Formula 1, the processor PU may determine the weight of the gross mutual capacitance GC_12, as 1/2, which is obtained via a combination of the first driving group Gd_1 and the second sensing electrode Rx_2. In addition, the processor PU may determine the weight of the gross mutual capacitance GC_22, as 1/2, which is obtained via a combination of the second driving group Gd_2 and the second sensing electrode Rx_2. In addition, the processor PU may determine weights of other gross mutual capacitances, as 0, which are obtained via combinations of other driving groups Gd and sensing electrodes Rx, which are different from the two combinations described above.

FIG. 12 illustrates another process of calculating the mutual capacitance C_22 at the certain node N_22 by the processor PU.

FIG. 12 illustrates a case in which the activated area RE includes 2x2 channels, as illustrated in FIGS. 7 through 9. Referring to FIG. 12, the activated areas RE_11, RE_12, RE_21, and RE_22 may respectively include the channel CH_22 corresponding to the node N_22. The processor PU may calculate the gross mutual capacitances GC_11, GC_12, GC_21, and GC_22 in respective activated areas RE_11, RE_12, RE_21, and RE_22 from the electrical signals which are obtained via the driving groups Gr and the sensing groups Gr that correspond to respective activated areas RE_11, RE_12, RE_21, and RE_22. In addition, since the weight of the channel CH_22 is 1/4 in respective activated areas RE_11, RE_12, RE_21, and RE_22, the processor PU may determine the weight of respective gross mutual capacitances GC_11, GC_12, GC_21, and GC_22, as 1/4.

For example, the processor PU may calculate the mutual capacitance C_22 via Formula 2.

\[ C_{22} = \frac{GC_{11} + GC_{12} + GC_{21} + GC_{22}}{4} \]

As shown in Formula 2, the processor PU may determine the weight of respective the gross mutual capacitances GC_11, GC_12, GC_21, and GC_22, as 1/4, which are obtained via combinations of the driving groups Gd and the sensing groups Gr that correspond to respective activated areas RE_11, RE_12, RE_21, and RE_22. In addition, the processor PU may determine weights of other gross mutual capacitances, as 0, which are obtained via combinations of other driving groups Gd and sensing groups Gr.

FIG. 13 illustrates a case wherein the activated area RE includes 3x3 channels, as illustrated in FIG. 10. Referring to FIG. 13, each of the activated areas RE_11, RE_12, RE_13, RE_21, RE_22, RE_23, RE_31, RE_32, and RE_33 may include a channel CH_33. The processor PU may calculate gross mutual capacitances GC_11, GC_12, GC_13, GC_21, GC_22, GC_23, GC_31, GC_32, and GC_33 in respective activated areas RE_11, RE_12, RE_13, RE_21, RE_22, RE_23, RE_31, RE_32, and RE_33 from the electrical signals which are obtained via the driving groups Gd and the sensing groups Gr that correspond to respective activated areas RE_11, RE_12, RE_13, RE_21, RE_22, RE_23, RE_31, RE_32, and RE_33. In addition, since the weight of the channel CH_33 in respective activated areas RE_11, RE_12, RE_13, RE_21, RE_22, RE_23, RE_31, RE_32, and RE_33 is 1/9, the processor PU may determine the weight of respective gross mutual capacitances GC_11, GC_12, GC_13, GC_21, GC_22, GC_23, GC_31, GC_32, and GC_33, as 1/9.

For example, the processor PU may calculate the mutual capacitance C_33 via Formula 3.
As shown in Formula 3, the processor PU may determine the weight of the respective gross mutual capacitances GC_{11}, GC_{12}, GC_{13}, GC_{21}, GC_{22}, GC_{23}, GC_{31}, GC_{32}, and GC_{33} as 1/9, which are obtained via combinations of the driving groups Gd and the sensing groups Gr that correspond to respective activated areas RE_{11}, RE_{12}, RE_{13}, RE_{21}, RE_{22}, RE_{23}, RE_{31}, RE_{32}, and RE_{33}. In addition, the processor PU may determine weights of other gross mutual capacitances as 0, which are obtained via combinations of other driving groups Gd and sensing groups Gr, which do not correspond to the activated areas RE_{11}, RE_{12}, RE_{13}, RE_{21}, RE_{22}, RE_{23}, RE_{31}, RE_{32}, and RE_{33}.

The processor PU may determine the weights of the gross mutual capacitances GC_{11}, GC_{12}, GC_{13}, GC_{21}, GC_{22}, GC_{23}, GC_{31}, GC_{32}, and GC_{33} as not all the same as 1/9 but values different from each other. For example, since the channel CH_{33} is located at the center of the activated area RE_{22}, the gross mutual capacitance GC_{22} in the activated area RE_{22} may have a relatively higher contribution to the mutual capacitance C_{33} at the node N_{33} than other gross mutual capacitances. Thus, the processor PU may allocate a higher weight to the gross mutual capacitance GC_{22} in the activated area RE_{22}.

For example, the processor PU may calculate the mutual capacitance C_{33} via Formula 4.

\[
C_{33} = \frac{GC_{11} + GC_{12} + GC_{13} + GC_{21} + GC_{22} + GC_{23} + GC_{31} + GC_{32} + GC_{33}}{9}
\]

In Formula 4, w may denote an arbitrary real number larger than about 1. In Formula 4, as the magnitude of w becomes larger, the weight of the gross mutual capacitance GC_{22} in the activated area RE_{22} may further increase.

FIG. 14 illustrates the number of overlapping times of the channels after respective channels have been repeated in the activated areas RE_{11}, RE_{12}, RE_{13}, RE_{21}, RE_{22}, RE_{23}, RE_{31}, RE_{32}, and RE_{33}. Referring to FIG. 14, the sums of the number of overlapping times of the channels included in respective activated areas RE_{11}, RE_{12}, RE_{13}, RE_{21}, RE_{22}, RE_{23}, RE_{31}, RE_{32}, and RE_{33} may be different from each other. The processor PU may increase calculation accuracy by determining a larger weight for the activated area wherein the sum of the number of overlapping times of the channels is larger.

For example, the processor PU may calculate the mutual capacitance C_{33} via Formula 5.

\[
C_{33} = \frac{GC_{11} + GC_{12} + GC_{13} + GC_{21} + GC_{22} + GC_{23} + GC_{31} + GC_{32} + GC_{33}}{w + 3}
\]

In Formula 5, w may denote the arbitrary real number larger than about 1. The Formula 5 may be expressed in a general form as Formula 6.

\[
C_{33} = \frac{GC_{11} + w \cdot GC_{12} + GC_{13} + w \cdot GC_{21} + w^2 \cdot GC_{22} + w \cdot GC_{23} + GC_{31} + w \cdot GC_{32} + GC_{33}}{(w+2)^2}
\]

In Formulas 5 and 6, as the magnitude of w increases, the weights of the activated areas adjacent to the node N_{33} may relatively more increase.
In examples described above, the processor PU may calculate an approximate value of the mutual capacitance at the node via determining weights of the gross mutual capacitances in various activated areas RE. The fingerprint sensor may apply the predetermined fixed voltages to the certain channels of the touchpad TP and calculate the mutual capacitance at respective nodes via values of the predetermined fixed voltages, according to another exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 15 illustrates an example wherein an electrode ED of the fingerprint sensor applies the predetermined fixed voltage to a portion of the channels included on the touchpad. FIG. 15 illustrates a calculation process performed by the processor PU in a 2x1 measurement manner, as illustrated in FIGS. 3 through 6.

Referring to FIG. 15, the fingerprint sensor according to an exemplary embodiment may further include the electrode ED applying the predetermined fixed voltage to at least two channels among the plurality of channels formed on the touchpad TP. The electrode ED may include indium tin oxide (ITO).

The electrode ED may be connected to ground. In this case, the electrode ED may maintain voltages of the channels in contact therewith at a ground voltage. However, the exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto. The electrode ED may be connected to a certain power supply and maintain the voltage thereof at the predetermined fixed voltage via the power supply.

The electrode ED may apply the predetermined fixed voltage to the channels on an edge. For example, the electrode ED may apply the predetermined fixed voltage to the channels on the uppermost side of the touchpad TP. When the electrode ED is grounded, the predetermined fixed voltage may be the same as the ground voltage. However, the exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto. For example, when the electrode ED is connected to the certain power supply, the predetermined fixed voltage may be different from the ground voltage.

When the predetermined fixed voltage is continuously applied to the channels on the uppermost side of the touchpad TP, the mutual capacitances of the channels on the uppermost side may not change. In other words, the mutual capacitances on the uppermost side may be fixed regardless of a touch of the user’s finger. The processor PU may calculate the mutual capacitance of the channel adjacent to the channel having the predetermined fixed voltage applied thereto, from the gross mutual capacitances in the areas which include the channels having the predetermined fixed voltage applied thereto and the channels adjacent to the channels having the predetermined fixed voltage applied thereto.

For example, the processor PU may calculate the gross mutual capacitance GC12 in the activated area RE12 which includes the channel CH12 having the predetermined fixed voltage applied thereto and the channel CH22 adjacent to the channel CH12. In addition, the processor PU may calculate the mutual capacitance C22 by subtracting the mutual capacitance of the channel CH12 wherein the value thereof is fixed by the predetermined fixed voltage from the gross mutual capacitance GC12 in the activated area RE12. The processor PU may calculate the mutual capacitance C22 via Formula 7.

\[ C_{22} = GC_{12} - C_{12} \]

After the mutual capacitance C22 has been calculated from Formula 7, the mutual capacitance C32 of the channel CH32 adjacent to the channel CH22 may be inductively calculated. For example, the processor PU may calculate the gross mutual capacitance GC22 in the activated area RE22 including the channels CH22 and CH23. In addition, since the value of the mutual capacitance C22 of the channel CH22 is known from Formula 7, the processor PU may find the mutual capacitance C32 of the channel CH32 by subtracting the mutual capacitance C22 of the channel CH22 from the gross mutual capacitance GC22 in the activated area RE22.

FIG. 16 illustrates another example wherein the electrode ED of the fingerprint sensor applies the predetermined fixed voltage to a portion of the channels included on the touchpad TP. FIG. 16 illustrates a calculation process performed by the processor PU in a 2x2 measurement manner, as illustrated in FIGS. 7 through 9.

The electrode ED may apply the predetermined fixed voltage to the channels on top and left side edges of the touchpad TP. In this case, the mutual capacitances of channels on the top and left side edges of the touchpad TP may not change. As described above, the processor PU may find the mutual capacitance C22 of the channel CH22 by subtracting pre-known mutual capacitances C11, C12, and C21 of respective channels CH11, CH12, and CH21 from the gross mutual capacitance GC11 in the activated area RE11. In addition, the processor PU may also find, inductively, the mutual capacitance C23 of another channel CH23 from the mutual capacitance C22 of the channel CH22.

Hitherto, the fingerprint sensor and the method of driving the fingerprint sensor have been described with reference to FIGS. 1 through 16. The fingerprint sensor described above may be employed in a portable mobile communication device, a smart phone, etc.
According to exemplary embodiments, the size of the activated area RE that is activated at the time of measuring signals on the touchpad TP may increase via grouping the driving electrodes Tx and the sensing electrodes Rx. In addition, as the size of the activated area RE increases, the sensitivity of the fingerprint sensor may be enhanced. In addition, as the processor PU properly adjusts weights of the gross mutual capacitances GC in the activated areas RE at the time of calculating the mutual capacitance at each node, the accuracy of the fingerprint sensor may be enhanced. In addition, the processor PU may adequately calculate the mutual capacitance at respective nodes via applying the predetermined fixed voltage to the channels on edges of the touchpad TP.

According to exemplary embodiments, the size of the activated area RE that is activated at the time of measuring signals on the touchpad TP may increase via grouping the driving electrodes Tx. In addition, as the size of the activated area RE increases, the sensitivity of the fingerprint sensor may be enhanced.

The foregoing exemplary embodiments are merely exemplary and are not to be construed as limiting. The present teaching can be readily applied to other types of apparatuses. Also, the description of the exemplary embodiments is intended to be illustrative, and not to limit the scope of the claims, and many alternatives, modifications, and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A fingerprint sensor comprising:
   - a touchpad including a plurality of driving electrodes and a plurality of sensing electrodes, the plurality of sensing electrodes being disposed in a direction intersecting with the plurality of driving electrodes, the plurality of driving electrodes being divided into a plurality of driving groups;
   - a driver configured to sequentially apply a driving signal to each of the plurality of driving groups; and
   - a signal measurement unit configured to measure electrical signals generated from the plurality of sensing electrodes in response to the driving signal.

2. The fingerprint sensor of claim 1, wherein order numbers of the driving electrodes included in each of the plurality of driving groups are sequentially changed in accordance with an order number of each of the plurality of driving groups.

3. The fingerprint sensor of claim 2, wherein an n\textsuperscript{th} driving group among the plurality of driving groups comprises n\textsuperscript{th} to (n+k)\textsuperscript{th} driving electrodes, and
   - wherein n is an arbitrary natural number and k is another arbitrary natural number.

4. The fingerprint sensor of any preceding claim, wherein the signal measurement unit is further configured to sequentially measure the electrical signals output from each of the plurality of sensing electrodes.

5. The fingerprint sensor of any preceding claim, wherein the signal measurement unit is further configured to group the plurality of sensing electrodes into a plurality of sensing groups and sequentially measure the electrical signals output from each of the plurality of sensing groups, and each of the plurality of sensing groups comprises at least two sensing electrodes.

6. The fingerprint sensor of claim 5, wherein order numbers of the sensing electrodes included in each of the plurality of sensing groups are sequentially changed in accordance with an order number of each of the plurality of sensing groups.

7. The fingerprint sensor of claim 6, wherein an n\textsuperscript{th} sensing group among the plurality of sensing groups comprises n\textsuperscript{th} to (n+k)\textsuperscript{th} sensing electrodes, and
   - wherein n is an arbitrary natural number and k is another arbitrary natural number.

8. The fingerprint sensor of any preceding claim, further comprising a processor configured to calculate mutual capacitance based on the electrical signals measured by the signal measurement unit, at each of a plurality of nodes at which each of the plurality of driving electrodes intersects with each of the plurality of sensing electrodes.

9. The fingerprint sensor of claim 8, wherein, in calculating the mutual capacitance at a certain node, the processor is further configured to assign different weights to gross mutual capacitances measured in each of the plurality of driving groups, based on a location of the certain node.
10. The fingerprint sensor of claim 9, wherein the signal measurement unit is further configured to group the plurality of sensing electrodes into the plurality of sensing groups and sequentially measure the electrical signals output from each of the plurality of sensing groups, and the processor is further configured to assign different weights to the gross mutual capacitances measured in each of the plurality of sensing groups, based on the location of the certain node.

11. The fingerprint sensor of any of claims 8 to 10, further comprising an electrode configured to apply a predetermined fixed voltage to at least two channels among a plurality of channels formed by the plurality of driving electrodes and the plurality of sensing electrodes on the touchpad.

12. The fingerprint sensor of claim 11, wherein channels receiving the predetermined fixed voltage are on a periphery of the touchpad.

13. The fingerprint sensor of claim 11 or 12, wherein the processor is further configured to calculate a mutual capacitance of a channel adjacent to the channels receiving the predetermined fixed voltage, based on a gross mutual capacitance in an area which includes the channels receiving the predetermined fixed voltage and the channel adjacent to the channels receiving the predetermined fixed voltage.

14. A method of driving a fingerprint sensor including a plurality of driving electrodes and a plurality of sensing electrodes disposed in a direction intersecting with the plurality of the driving electrodes, the plurality of driving electrodes being divided into a plurality of driving groups, the method comprising:

   sequentially applying a driving signal to each of the plurality of driving groups; and
   measuring electrical signals generated from the plurality of sensing electrodes in response to the driving signal.

15. A computer program comprising computer program code means adapted to perform all of the step of claim 14 when said program is run on a computer.
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